BEING DISTRacted ON THE TRAIN IS FINE.

BEING DISTRacted NEAR THE TRAIN ISN’T.
Don’t take chances around light rail.  
Visit gometrorail.org.

WATCH FOR MORE TRAINS ON DOWNTOWN STREETS.
METRO is testing the East End (Green) and Southeast (Purple) lines over the next few months. That means trains are running along Rusk, Capitol, Hamilton and Texas. Full passenger service begins later this year.

SHARED LANES
Drivers and trains share curb lanes on Rusk and Capitol, so pay close attention making turns and going in and out of parking garages.

THE RULES OF THE RAILS
Don’t walk on tracks, except when crossing at crosswalks.
Obey all traffic signs and signals around tracks.
Light-rail trains are quiet. Stay alert.
Never walk in front of, behind or between trains.
Trains can move fast, but they can’t stop fast.
Watch for trains.
Respect red lights.
Listen for horns, whistles and signal bells.
Follow lane markings in lanes shared by cars and trains.